Comments from Student Hosts

“As a student coordinator I was able to interact with executives in a unique way and learn from their experiences. As I build my own career, I often find myself reflecting on their words of wisdom concerning work-life balance and the softer and nuanced aspects of their careers.”

Ephi Eyal T’02

“Being a student coordinator and host was a chance to give back to the community—to interact one-on-one with high-level executives, facilitate their interactions with the Tuck community, and serve as an ambassador for Tuck.”

Jennifer Kaye D99 T’05

“As one of the six student coordinators in my class, I hosted 12 different executives over the course of my second year at Tuck. Over the course of a visit, you get to know the people you host. This level of access to faculty and executives is a hallmark of the Tuck experience and I took full advantage of it—pushing Maroof Haque (Lead Business Manager, Games Global Marketing, Microsoft) on how Microsoft views competition between Sony, Nintendo, and themselves, learning how Nicole Bradford (Global Director of Strategic Growth, Vivendi Universal Games) had leveraged her MBA to navigate the world of media and gaming, etc.”

Alasdair Trotter T’07